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Abstract

Conifer somatic embryogenesis has long been recognized as an advanced vegetative propagation technology. Somatic embryogenesis provides a platform for capturing and long-term preservation of elite genotypes and developing commercial scale-up systems for mass production of plants. Although, significant success has been reported in improving conifer somatic embryogenic protocols, little has been presented to describe the complexity of integrating in vitro (laboratory) and ex-vitro (greenhouse) programs for developing a commercial production system capable of delivering tens of millions of conifer somatic seedlings. This integration requires both programs to run in concert and produce propagules capable of surviving and growing under greenhouse conditions at very early stages. It also requires the integration of seedling development events to ensure the production of quality seedlings that meet needs of the forest restoration program.

This paper describes the importance of protocol optimization for scaling-up the in vitro and ex vitro programs. The ‘biology of scaling’ is discussed in view of plant cell, embryo, germinant and somatic seedling requirements throughout the program. Logistical issues related to protocol optimization and scale-up are addressed. Specific control points for monitoring and controlling the commercial process are presented. The importance of developing standard operating procedures, media batch records, and quality control systems are discussed. Ultimately, a fully integrated system capable of producing tens of millions of conifer somatic seedlings is presented.
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1 Introduction

Somatic embryogenesis is the preferred *in vitro* process for the large-scale commercial production of conifer seedlings. The major advantage of somatic embryogenesis is the long-term preservation of elite genetic resources and the ability for scale-up of each program step. However, a major challenge for commercializing this technology has been the higher cost per plant produced compared to the average zygotic seedling cost (Lelu-Walter et al. 2013; Bonga 2015). In general terms, the *in vitro* process is considered expensive, takes a long time and is limited by the number of genotypes that can be produced within a production year.

Major challenges in commercializing this technology include:

a) Low and inconsistent initiation and multiplication rates delivering variable quantities and quality of somatic embryos,

b) Losses throughout the program associated with cryopreservation and variable quality of the material removed from cryopreservation,

c) Low number and poor quality of mature somatic embryos due to insufficient protocol optimization,

d) Losses due to contamination and poor laboratory practices,

e) Low conversion rates in nursery due to poor germinant quality attributable to the absence of *in vitro* germinant selection criteria,

f) Disconnect between the lab *in vitro* program phase and the *ex vitro* nursery program phase in planning, execution and managing somatic seedlings production,

g) Loss of seedlings due to inability of the *in vitro* system to meet the nursery production window resulting in the planting of under spec germinants,

h) Requirement of expensive high-quality greenhouse facilities to maintain precise environmental conditions during the rooting/establishment phase,

i) Improper timing of lab and nursery program steps leading to finished seedlings not meeting specifications of a quality seedling at time of shipping.

Although, significant improvements have been achieved in commercializing spruce (*Picea* spp.) (Egertsdotter 2018) somatic embryogenesis programs, no such success has been reported for pines (*Pinus* spp.), where the programs have been characterized as providing low and inconsistent yields at all somatic embryogenesis stages. One reason is that most research has been focused on a particular program step. There has been lack of understanding that somatic embryogenesis is a complex
multistep program where all steps are interconnected, and they influence each other as well as the final product. Figure 1 represents steps of a commercial somatic embryogenesis tissue culture program for large scale conifer seedlings production.

Each program step consists of a biological component, environmental component, and a technical component. The biological component is associated with plant tissue, embryo, germinant, and seedling requirements for growth and development. The environmental component represents conditions plant materials are grown under (e.g., temperature, light, water, nutrients, relative humidity, atmospheric gases). The technical component represents the culture vessel/container type the tissue, embryos, germinants, and seedlings are grown in, sophisticated equipment and facilities, and the people’s expertise and ability to establish linkages between each step, thereby handle and process the plant material across all program steps.

The idea behind scaling-up of a biological process is to enhance the outcome from each step without compromising product quality. Several key questions must be answered before investing in scale-up activities:

a) Does the in vitro protocol provide necessary conditions for genetic material to fully express its potential?

b) Can the in vitro protocol provide a common approach across all genotypes for all technicalities involved in the scale-up process (e.g., changes in container type, automation, and storage requirements)?

c) Is there a nursery program in place to address all environmental requirements for germinants produced in vitro to survive and further develop when entering the ex vitro environment at very early stages?
d) Does the nursery program have the capability to take young established tissue culture produced seedlings through to a finished seedling that meet quality standards required for successful field performance on a forest restoration site?

Material chosen to be produced in vitro normally consists of different genotypes. Each genotype will perform differently under the same protocol. Often superior performance in the field does not compare with a similar performance in vitro. In addition, in vitro performance does not always match ex vitro development of various genotypes. Therefore, protocol optimization must precede scale-up activities to maximize the in vitro and initial ex vitro performance for each genotype. This paper addresses both - process optimization and scale-up requirements that have to be met in order to create a commercial system for conifer somatic seedling production.

Developing a scale-up process cannot be successfully achieved without addressing the biology of scaling. Simply, increasing the initiation amount of plant material per program step without adjusting other parameters will not increase the yield at the end of each biological stage and often, causes negative results. Understanding plant cell, embryo, germinant and seedling requirements at every step of the in vitro and ex vitro process is the key for achieving success. Generally speaking, plants require two things - ideal edaphic and atmospheric environmental conditions to survive and grow (Larcher 1995; Pallardy 2008). Whether one is addressing the plant material in the in vitro or ex vitro program phase, the creation of optimum environmental conditions is critical for plant cell, embryo, germinant and seedling development during the scale-up of any tissue culture program.

This paper examines issues that need to be considered during the scale-up of a somatic embryogenesis tissue culture program. During the time we were at the company called CellFor Inc. a somatic embryogenesis tissue culture program for loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) was scaled into the 10s of millions of seedlings. During this program development the ‘biology of scaling’ issue became a reoccurring theme as one tried to create a successful program. This paper presents some of the critical program steps that need to be considered if one is going to create a successful and cost efficient process for the large-scale commercial production of somatic seedlings from a somatic embryogenesis tissue culture program.

2 Laboratory in vitro scale-up operations

2.1 Initiation and culture establishment of somatic embryos

Initiation of conifer somatic embryogenesis in vitro is a program step that has been well described in the scientific literature. Immature zygotic embryos are usually used to start cultures. (Becwar et al. 1990; Gupta and Grob 1995; Becwar et al. 1995; Li and Huang 1996). Cones are staged to determine the level of embryo maturity and the induction process is initiated when embryos are at the optimal stage of development. As described by Pullman and Johnson (2002) initiation rates, reported in the literature are low and are limited in some genotypes. The inability to capture a wide array of valuable genotypes is considered a major reason preventing the commercialization of conifer somatic embryogenesis. A way to overcome this challenge is to introduce a battery of media for induction and genotype capturing in addition to improving in vitro environmental conditions. This allows the capture of a larger genetic pool and further
introduces genotypes into field testing programs that eventually contribute towards a higher genetic gain in clonal forestry.

2.2 Cryo-preservation and cryo-bank creation

Once genotypes have been initiated and established, they can be cryo-preserved and stored in liquid nitrogen. This provides for a long-term storage and field testing of newly induced material for evaluation. As results from field trials are available, the best genotypes can be selected for protocol optimization and future production.

A master bank is created after each induction event. This bank represents the history of induction events and is the core of germplasm collection of every conifer biotechnology company. Out of this bank two additional cryo-banks are created (i.e. research and development (R&D) and commercial). Developing a R&D cryo-bank is important for screening the productivity of newly induced genotypes and optimizing in vitro cultural protocols. The size of this bank can vary, but it should reflect the needs for testing and developing protocols. A commercial bank is created once newly induced genotypes are evaluated, protocols are optimized, and field test results are assessed. This bank contains material that is strictly related to production and the bank size should reflect genotype productivity by stage, and future production targets. When commercial production is initiated, the amount of cryo-preserved embryogenic tissue for selected genotypes becomes a critical program decision. Increasing the cryo-bank size and creating a commercial cryo-bank requires a cryopreservation scale-up process. Thus, it will impact the initial amount of tissue entering into the cryo process, the size of cryo vials, the amount of tissue dispensed in each vial, as well as cryo tank size and the cryo facility. A robust cryopreservation process as well as corresponding technical staff must be in place to handle these increased program requirements.

In order to keep the process consistent, certain programs should be developed along with cryo-banks creation. The first program is targeting genotype screening and genotype productivity. The reason for these programs is two-fold. First, is to screen newly induced genotypes for productivity. Second, is to screen genotypes in master banks that were created in previous induction years. As research protocols are constantly evolving and become more efficient to satisfy genotype requirements, it is important to screen genotypes that were cryopreserved from previous induction events. Many initially low-productive genotypes can meet production requirements when updated R&D protocols are used for screening.

Often, variability among vials is observed (Figure 2a). Therefore, a cryo-vial improvement program is required. This program identifies the most productive vials by running the embryogenic tissue through updated R&D protocols. Thus, an improved master bank can be created (Figure 2b) by recrying embryogenic tissue from these ‘improved’ genotypes and they are used for developing a commercial bank (Figure 2c). Therefore, genotype screening and cryo-vial improvement programs become a critical tool for increasing the genotype portfolio size of the company.

An additional program is required after creation of the commercial bank to deal with bank integrity and bank certification. A randomly selected, statistically meaningful number of vials from the commercial cryo-bank are grown following commercial protocols. Periodically, throughout the year, the tissue is transitioned from multiplication growth to standard maturation, germination and miniplug production in order to observe performance with increased generations. These tests confirm stability.
characteristics over time with respect to embryo yield, germination and conversion. This program also defines productivity windows for safe and stable production from the bank and confirms relative vial-to-vial uniformity of the bank.

![Graphs showing embryo yield, germination, and conversion over time for different genotypes.](image)

**Figure 2.** Commercial bank consistency as a result of a Cryo-Vial Improvement program. Productivity of the cryo vials in original banks (a); Improved master banks created from the most productive vials (circled in red) of the original cryo banks (b); Productivity of the cryo vials in generated commercial banks (c). ME = mature somatic embryos; FP = filter paper (Denchev unpublished data).

### 2.3 Culture maintenance of conifer somatic embryos

Although, this stage has not received enough attention in the scientific literature (Pullman and Johnson 2002), maintenance and bulking up of embryogenic tissue on solid medium is the very first step in increasing the embryogenic tissue amount
for the production program. Commercial production of conifers requires a constant supply of embryogenic tissue throughout the cycle. The quantity and consistency in quality of the embryogenic tissue influences every program step following solid bulk-up (SBU) up until seedling production. When scaling-up to produce millions of seedlings, optimizing the quality and maximizing the amount of embryogenic tissue on solid medium becomes very important. Producing embryos to ultimately grow millions of seedlings requires multiple maturation events throughout the production cycle. Therefore, the productivity window for the production genotypes during SBU must be strictly determined and closely maintained.

Different media formulations (Litvay et al. 1985; Teasdale et al. 1986) have been used and further modified (Klimaszewska et al. 2000; Pullman et al. 2014) to assure growth and multiplication of conifer embryogenic cultures. However, every conifer genotype possesses a different growth pattern and produces different quality of tissue during the SBU process. The tissue represents a mix of embryogenic, non-embryogenic tissue and single cells. Embryogenic tissue consists of embryos at different early developmental stages, some of having abnormal growth. Growth rates of non-embryogenic tissue often exceeds that of embryogenic tissue. Further multiplication of this mix increases tissue heterogeneity and decreases the number of somatic embryos produced throughout the next program steps.

When scaling-up the entire protocol, it is essential to increase the amount of “productive” tissue in the SBU stage to meet requirements for the following program steps. Therefore, the SBU protocol needs to be optimized accordingly. A procedure for physically selecting the embryogenic tissue (e.g. micro-selection) should be developed as a standard operating procedure (SOP) for SBU. The procedure requires microscopic examination of every culture and selecting embryogenic tissue consisting of stage 1 and stage 2 embryos (Figure 3a). Selected tissue is then transferred to fresh maintenance medium and is normally maintained as clumps (Figure 3b, c).

Each clump is about 3mm in diameter and about 3mm high at the start of the SBU stage. The clump size as well as SBU stage duration have a major effect on culture quality and productivity.

Maintaining tissue in larger clumps leads to low growth and less embryogenic tissue. Often, this results in development of necrotic tissue areas, tissue browning and tissue death.

In order to standardize consistency for all SBU cultures, a template should be developed for the clump size and clump arrangement within a plate (Figure 3d).

A total amount of embryogenic tissue per plate, the number of clumps per plate, and a transferring time per cycle should be determined and constantly maintained for all production genotypes.

The effect of micro-selection should be verified by comparing the yield of plantable germinants produced when micro-selected and non-micro-selected embryogenic tissue is run through the in vitro cultural program (Figure 4). As can be seen from this example all genotypes benefited from micro-selection and resulted in producing a significantly higher number of plantable germinants.

An additional resource for helping to meet scale-up requirements for the SBU process is further improvement of solid multiplication rates and tissue quality by optimizing SBU medium. This can be achieved by adjusting concentrations of plant growth regulators (PGR), and by additions of a mix of lactose and sucrose to SBU medium as carbon and energy source for cultures (Denchev et al. 2011).
Figure 3. Micro-selection of loblolly pine embryogenic tissue (Denchev unpublished data). (A) Stage 1 and stage 2 somatic embryos. (B) Embryogenic tissue arranged as micro-clumps at the start of SBU stage. (C) Micro-clumps appearance at the end of SBU stage. (D) Micro-clump layout for placement of embryogenic tissue on a petri plate.

Figure 4. Effect of micro-selection of plantable germinant yields for production genotypes (Denchev unpublished data).

In our experience, enriching the tissue growing environment with additional oxygen and CO₂ led to a significant improvement in embryo uniformity and supported healthy tissue growth and consistency per SBU cycle for up to 3 months.
2.4 Culture bulk-up of somatic embryos

Producing high quality embryogenic tissue that generates a substantial amount of high-quality somatic embryos and plantable germinants is a major requirement for every production program. Tissue can be multiplied on solid medium when the volume is not an issue. However, when the tissue amount is required for meeting production targets of millions of plants, multiplication must be performed in a liquid environment. This scale-up step can be achieved in flasks. Liquid medium provides better nutrient access and allows for stricter control over media osmolarity, dissolved oxygen and head space gases. Thus, liquid multiplication is recognized to deliver better quality embryogenic tissue and higher tissue yield at the end of the multiplication stage. Growing cultures in flasks, containing liquid medium is done in 7- or 14-day cycles. Agitation is required to maintain tissue in a suspension state and to ensure a constant supply of dissolved oxygen.

When scaling-up liquid multiplication it is important to understand that certain media volume supports growth of a fixed maximum amount of inoculum. The inoculum amount is unique for every genotype and the starting density for individual genotypes can vary and must be determined. In order to keep consistency in cultures’ growth and multiplication rates, the inoculum amount at the start of each multiplication cycle must be strictly controlled.

Increasing flask size requires a higher amount of inoculum, and therefore, an additional amount of oxygen in the culture vessel head space. Proper flask size and flask closure must be used to allow for a proper gas exchange. Scaling-up liquid multiplication process stage for producing millions of seedlings requires a vessel such as a large fernbach flask, containing one liter of embryogenic suspension. Flasks are incubated in the dark in a controlled gas environment, where oxygen and CO₂ concentrations are slightly elevated and humidity is strictly controlled to prevent evaporation of water from medium, thereby avoiding changes in medium nutrient concentration.

As for every step of the somatic embryogenesis program, media composition plays a key role in tissue multiplication. Multiplication medium contains a combination of an auxin and cytokinin. When scaling-up multiplication one must strictly control the concentrations of these PGR. Overdosing the culture with PGR to achieve a fast growth or higher yield is always detrimental for culture and final product quality.

Success of liquid multiplication scale-up depends on embryogenic tissue uniformity. Generally, conifer embryogenic suspensions cultured in medium containing sucrose consist of a mixture of embryos at early developmental stages and non embryogenic tissue. Studies have shown that using other carbohydrates in addition to or instead of sucrose can improve the morphology of early stage somatic embryos and can increase mature embryo numbers during later program stages (Gupta 1996; Denchev et al. 2011). For example, supplementing multiplication medium with lactose or galactose improves embryo morphology. Lactose alone or in combination with sucrose, promotes differentiation of immature embryos in proliferating cultures. These embryos when subsequently transferred to developmental medium show reduced growth of suspensor tissue, improved embryo quality and improved yields of mature embryos. In addition, this treatment results in higher numbers of genotypes that can be successfully cultured, and significantly increases the capability to produce large numbers of somatic seedlings.
Generating large amounts of embryogenic tissue for producing millions of somatic seedlings requires a number of multiplication cycles. However, each genotype becomes unstable and productivity declines overtime, even under favorable conditions. Genotype stability reflects on the genotype’s ability to produce embryogenic tissue consistently during several production cycles without compromising embryo quality and decreasing embryo yield. The stability window is determined by monitoring culture growth and viability, and both the embryo yield and conversion to plants during the culture cycling time. The first indication of genotype instability is a sudden increase in growth and reduction of culture viability, followed by reduction in both, embryo yield produced during the maturation stage and subsequent conversion of these embryos into plants. Figure 5 shows an example of differences in stability window between two genotypes. Genotype 63 maintained stable growth and somatic embryo production for 6 LBU cycles, where genotype 68 showed a less stable pattern in growth and embryo production with a decrease in embryo production after cycle 2 and low productivity after cycle 5 where a sudden increase in growth was registered. Therefore, prior to scaling-up the liquid multiplication stage, genotype stability must be determined and strictly maintained.

![Figure 5. Genotype stability during LBU cycling and its effect on growth and embryo productivity for each LBU cycle and subsequent maturation event (Denchev unpublished data).](image)

It should be noted that under standard nutrient and environmental conditions different genotypes grow differently within the same multiplication cycle. Some genotypes multiply faster than others. These fast-growing genotypes tend to deplete culture medium nutrients sooner than slow growing genotypes. This results in nutrient deficiency towards the end of the cycle, production of an excessive amount of CO₂ and ethylene, causing abnormal embryo development and unexpected changes in the growth pattern during the following multiplication cycles. Controlling growth during the multiplication stage can be done by monitoring culture fresh weight (FW) or dry weight (DW) at the end of the cycle. However, one can also consider using the growth index (GI) as a reliable parameter for monitoring growth. GI is calculated by dividing the final FW by the initial FW. Critical range for GI for individual genotypes must be established.
and used as a “go” or “no go” decision for the culture at the end of each multiplication cycle.

Developing proper SOPs and master media batch records (MBR) for the multiplication process is required for program scale-up and commercialization. Organizing genotype requirements and corresponding protocols into production genotype profile documents is a required practice. The genotype profile consists of information related to nutritional requirements, inoculum amounts, vessel types, environmental conditions, stability/operational window, cycling time, and productivity. It is an important tool used for planning and scheduling of production runs.

2.5 Pre-maturation of conifer somatic embryos

In general, during early embryo development in or on medium containing sucrose, conifer embryogenic tissue is not uniform and a significant amount of disorganized growth is present. Such cultures do not readily undergo further development when exposed to abscisic acid (ABA). As previously described by Cyr and Klimaszewska (2002) a short 3 to 7 days pretreatment of embryogenic tissue on/in medium without PGR containing activated charcoal, prior to maturation, has improved embryo quality and the ability of embryos to germinate. Including lactose or galactose at the pre-maturation step has the benefit of reducing disorganized growth, and leads to the production of well-organized immature embryos with enlarged embryonal regions (Denchev et al. 2011). When transferred to maturation medium these lactose/galactose embryos have a greater propensity to develop to mature embryo stages than those grown on media containing other sugars, including maltose, while inhibiting disorganized suspensor tissue proliferation. The result is that mature embryos are produced in higher yields and they have greater uniformity. These embryos are of higher quality and lead to greater number of plants produced at the end of the program.

2.6 Maturation of somatic embryos

Maturation is a program stage that has been intensively researched with the aim to improve embryo quality and enhance process scalability. Research has examined the effect of available media formulations and developed specific media that support embryo development and maturation for conifers (Coke 1996; Pullman et al. 2003b). Despite differences in media formulations, in all cases, media were designed to contain ABA, and an osmotic agent controlling water potential. The latter was achieved by either increasing sucrose concentrations (Cheliak and Klimaszewska 1991; Klimaszewska et al. 1997; Lelu-Walter et al. 2013), supplementing the medium with manitol (Roberts et al. 1990), adding non-permeating agents like polyethylene glycol (PEG) (Attree et al. 1991; Pullman et al. 2003a; Pullman et al. 2003b), or by reduction of water availability to the tissue by supplementing media with high gellan gum concentrations (Klimaszewska et al. 2000).

Development of a commercial maturation media procedure for conifer production followed results reported by Klimaszewska (2000). Phytagel was chosen as the solidifying agent along with a higher sucrose concentration were important additions to the maturation media. These maturation media modifications contributed to achieving a high quality and large numbers of mature somatic embryos capable of germination and subsequent conversion to fully functional plants.
It was determined that conifer somatic embryos can mature on medium supplemented with S(+)-ABA alone (Kong et al. 2011). Results found a significant increase in maturation, and germination yields for a number of valuable genotypes including genotypes that were previously considered to be less productive. Once the optimum concentration of S(+)-ABA and maturation duration are determined, maturation of different genotypes is achieved without additional transfers to fresh S(+)-ABA medium. These findings are important in light of commercial production of conifers, where the cost per plant is critical. First, replacing racemic ABA with S(+)-ABA reduces the cost for raw materials since S(+)-ABA is considerably less expensive than racemic ABA. Second, this eliminates the need for multiple transfers during maturation, thus, eliminates the need for multiple media batches and new maturation containers. Finally, it eliminates the extra work for operators moving containers in and out of maturation facility, aseptically transferring tissue to fresh media, labeling containers, and recording all activities.

Environmental conditions including temperature and head space gas composition during embryo development and maturation played an important role in process efficiency. Temperatures in the range of 21° to 24°C were found optimal for embryo maturation. In addition, reducing the temperature to 4°C at the end of the maturation process significantly improved embryo quality. It also provided environmental conditions that allowed for the holding of containers of mature embryos for up to several months prior to germination. Additionally, further improvements to the maturation containers provided gas exchange and embryo culturing in fully controlled gas environment where CO₂ concentration was maintained at an optimum level.

### 2.6.1 Commercial maturation logistical issues

A commercial production of clonal forestry involves working with multiple genotypes. However, genotypes differ in their requirements for nutrients, plating density, and maturation duration. Therefore, one needs to develop specific protocols for individual genotypes or groups of genotypes with similar requirements. Efficiencies of these protocols must be evaluated, against the genotypes field value before making a decision which genotypes should be included in the production portfolio.

As mentioned, improvements throughout the entire program are necessary in order to produce high quality germinants and somatic seedlings. The ability of somatic embryos to convert into plantable germinants is one of the most critical parameters for testing the process and assessing maturation improvements. An example is presented in Figure 6 where three different maturation media were tested for their ability to meet nutrient requirements of somatic embryos to mature and convert into plantable germinants. Although, the highest yield of mature somatic embryos was produced on D maturation medium, the highest conversion rate of mature embryos to category #1 germinants was observed on maturation medium A. Therefore, maturation medium A was selected because of its ability to produce a higher number of quality germinants. This example shows the complexity of the decision making when developing a commercial process. Considering both, treatment efficiency and effect on the next program step must be taken into account.

This challenge becomes even greater, when the production target is to annually produce tens of millions of seedlings. Producing seedlings on this large of a scale in one
production run is a difficult task. It requires a year-round production program and the production of the same genotype several times during the production cycle. Year-round production eliminates logistical challenges of once-a-year germination, provides flexibility to nursery operations, allows for accurate delivery projections, provides continuous feedback to the lab program and permits for the smooth introduction of improvements. A careful planning of maturation events requires verification and validation of protocols, process step duration, yield of mature embryos per container, and conversion rate of mature embryos to plantable germinants. All parameters must be incorporated into a production database. Accordingly, an adequate maturation facility must be available that is capable of handling multiple events throughout the year.

**Figure 6.** Effect of maturation media on embryo yield and conversion of mature embryos into plantable germinants (Denchev unpublished data).

### 2.7 Scale-up of media production

Media is central to every *in vitro* process. Scaling-up to produce tens of millions of seedlings requires the production of large media volumes. Satisfying this requirement entails operational and logistical challenges in how media is produced, stored and distributed. One must perform a comprehensive analysis of media types and media volumes required for the entire production program. Vendors for all required raw materials must be identified and secured, programs for testing and verifying material quality and batch to batch consistancy must be developed, along with constructing a storage facility for all chemicals and materials. In addition, it should be recognized, that media requirements for a multimillion plant crop production program requires strictly defined media formulations in far larger amounts than R&D media needs. Therefore, preparing media for a commercial production requires a separate facility equipped with all the machinery capable for mixing, dispensing and storing large media volumes.

In general, media can be prepared by using pre-made powder/liquid media, available through different commercial companies, or by preparing media in house.
While, ordering media from a third party is often less expensive, due to the large volumes ordered, it limits any further process optimization, as pre-made media mixture cannot be modified. Since the commercial program is under constant improvements for reducing cost and increasing productivity, it is logical to prepare media in house.

Media batches for commercial production have to be large enough to satisfy requirements for every program step. Larger batches reduce errors and variability, normally recorded for smaller multiple batches. Making large media batches requires developing comprehensive, professionally rendered SOP and MBR; creating quality programs for raw materials sampling, testing, labeling and inventory. In addition, quality control tools for testing of raw materials, controlling media hardness, plate out, environmental conditions and microbial contamination are required.

2.8 In vitro germination of somatic embryos

The final product of the lab portion of the somatic embryogenesis program is to produce plantable germinants that are capable of transitioning into the nursery environment and growing into quality seedlings. After the maturation stage, somatic embryos are germinated under sterile conditions on tissue culture medium. The duration of in vitro germination can have a significant impact on both germinant morphology and germinants ability to tolerate ex vitro greenhouse environmental conditions. In general, in vitro germination can take up to 12 weeks before germinants are fully developed and ready to be sent to nursery (Figure 7). It is largely accepted that greater germinant development at the end of the in vitro process results in a higher conversion rate in the greenhouse environment. Delivering fully grown in vitro germinants to nursery is a well-established process for many tissue culture companies (Grossnickle et al. 1996; Sutton et al. 2004). However, the duration of in vitro germination directly impacts the facility capacity to handle multiple rounds of germination within a production year. As the program scales in size, one major program limitation is having enough facilities with controlled environmental conditions to meet the standard 12 weeks required for full germinant development. The only economical way to address this space issue is to reduce the in vitro germination time without compromising germinant quality that affects the nursery conversion rate. The logical approach is to understand biological requirements of both mature embryos and germinants to complete in vitro germination in a shorter timeframe. In practical sense this means creating much smaller germinants that are sufficiently physiologically and morphologically developed to survive transition to the nursery environment.

It was hypothesized that there is a point in germinant development where they transition from a heterotrophic to an autotrophic organism. If this transition point can be defined, then theoretically germinants acquiring the autotrophic state can be transitioned into the greenhouse. This can result in minimizing the time required for in vitro germination, thereby reducing the need for costly controlled environment germination facilities.

In an attempt to reduce germination time mature somatic embryos were imbibed on germination medium for one week in dark and further exposed to three weeks light under in vitro conditions until these germinants reached a minimum morphological size (Figure 7). Studies determined when these germinants became autotrophic organisms. Findings showed that as germinants were exposed to light their photosynthetic activity reached near maximum level by week four in the in vitro
germination environment (Figure 8). At this point germinants could be transferred into a greenhouse under strictly controlled environmental conditions for further development. The level of photosynthetic capability was maintained throughout the *in vitro* germination phase and into the greenhouse rooting phase with net photosynthesis continuing to increase during the rooting phase as young germinants began to fully express shoot growth.

Figure 7. Examples of development for germinants grown in standard phytatray for twelve weeks (left) and sorted germinants grown for four weeks in Petri dishes (right) in an *in vitro* germination environment that are ready to be transitioned to the greenhouse rooting environment (Denchev and Grossnickle unpublished data).

Figure 8. Photosynthetic process (i.e. defined as percent of maximum response for chlorophyll fluorescence \(F_v/F_m\) and the net carbon exchange rate \(\mu\text{mol CO}_2 \text{ cm}^2 \text{ sec}^{-1}\)) of germinants during four weeks of *in vitro* germination (i.e. first week in the dark followed by three weeks in the light) and during the rooting phase in the greenhouse. Note: chlorophyll fluorescence across the germination and root periods was compared to the final value at the end of the rooting phase, while the net carbon exchange rate was defined separately for the *in vitro* and rooting phases because photosynthetic rates increased when germinants expressed shoot growth. Germinant establishment in the greenhouse was determined by measuring the expression of shoot flush during the rooting phase (Grossnickle unpublished data).
Thus, germination time was reduced from twelve weeks to four weeks. Further increases in germination efficiency and improvement in germinant quality were achieved by optimization of germination media formulations and germination conditions. A medium for germination of Loblolly pine somatic embryos was optimized (Kong 2011) and the germination process was further enhanced by introducing liquid germination media overlay at the point of transition from imbibition to germination. Adding media overlay throughout germination process contributed to increasing nutrient access and delivering nutrients required for somatic embryos to germinate and achieve the required morphological and physiological development so germinants could be transferred out of the in vitro environmental conditions. Further optimization of germination program occurred by converting the germination facility lights from horizontal to a vertical position.

This allowed containers to be stacked on top of each other in columns instead of sitting next to each other across a bench. This increased the facility capacity to handle tens of millions of germinating embryos. There are no published reports documenting this unique in vitro germination approach to produce pine germinants at this early stage of germinant development that are capable of becoming established and rooting at a high conversion rate under controlled greenhouse environmental conditions.

3 Nursery scale-up operations

Transition from the laboratory program, where germinants are produced in vitro, to the ex vitro nursery program, where these germinants are turned into seedlings, is a critical step in the success of any operational somatic embryogenesis tissue culture program. If transition is done properly, there is a good chance for program success. To ensure success, both program steps need to understand conditions used in the final steps of in vitro germinant development and transition into the ex vitro rooting and establishment phases in the greenhouse environment. This understanding by both programs ensures that there is a proper ‘hand off’ of the plant material as it continues through establishment and growth to a finished seedling that can be delivered to the customer.

As one scales this vegetative propagation system, there are unique issues that occur at seedling development phases that need to be considered. The following discussion describes a series of program steps that were addressed in the nursery process for miniplug and finished seedling production during the scaling to tens of millions of loblolly pine seedlings produced through the somatic embryogenesis tissue program.

3.1 Miniplug seedling production

3.1.1 Germinant quality

Plant quality is a critical factor in the success of any nursery and forest restoration program. There is an extensive body of evidence that planting seedlings with desirable morphological and physiological attributes is beneficial to the success of seedling establishment and growth after outplanting (Grossnickle and McDonald 2018a). Historical (Grossnickle et al. 1996; Park 2002; Sutton et al. 2004) and recent (e.g. Egertsdotter 2018; Tikkinen et al. 2018) work reviewing the commercialization of somatic embryogenesis technology does not discuss whether germinant selection is
critical for the survival and growth of germinants produced via somatic tissue culture propagation procedures after they are planted in the nursery. As one scales this propagation technology, understanding how germinant quality affects the nursery conversion rate and the speed with which young germinants develop into a desirable miniplug seedling crop is critical to maximize program efficiency and reduce nursery production costs.

As a somatic embryogenesis program on loblolly pine increased production numbers into tens of millions of young seedlings, it was recognized that not all ‘plantable germinants’ are alike. As a result, work was conducted to identify various categories of plantable germinants that defined the range of germinant quality that was coming from the laboratory production program. Through a series of trials, a set of morphological criteria were defined that allowed for the separation of plantable germinants into three categories (Figure 9). Plantable germinants from these three categories were found to have variable conversion rates (i.e. defined by survival, and expression of shoot and root growth four weeks after planting) (Figure 10). In addition, germinants of variable quality, across all genotypes, grew at different rates with up to eight weeks difference in the time required for each category of plantable germinants to grow to an acceptable size for use in the finished seedling program (i.e. category #1 the fastest and category #3 the slowest). Trials were conducted across five genotypes, and though the overall conversion rate between genotypes was variable, differences in conversion rate between germinant quality categories remained the same. This confirmed the requirement for a universal level of germinant quality across genotypes.

![Figure 9. Selection criteria for somatic embryogenesis tissue culture loblolly pine germinants into three conversion categories having a range of nursery performance (Grossnickle unpublished data).](image-url)
This allowed for the creation of a simplified set of germinant selection criteria that were used by germinant sorters in an operational program (i.e. stem and needle length, number of needles and form, needle color, stem straightness, presence of an active root tip). In addition, these findings generated the need for further improvements in the in vitro part of the program to maximize the amount of category one germinants. Additionally, this germinant selection procedure helped address logistical issues in managing greenhouse space and germinant processing throughout the miniplug stage.

Maximization of the nursery conversion rate is critical to the commercial success of any vegetation propagation program, because empty container cavities increase shippable seedling costs. In addition, with variable germinant quality affecting establishment of planted germinants and growth of young seedlings, there are two additional operational steps that need to be included in the nursery production program. First, additional consolidation steps are required to remove dead or poor performing planted germinants. Second, germinant quality variability results in a range in seedling development requiring grouping of seedlings of similar growth patterns to enable the production of a uniform crop for transfer into the finished seedling program. As the crop size increases this can become a crop management problem necessitating operating procedures to address this variability in crop development.

Figure 10. Nursery conversion of selected somatic embryogenesis tissue culture loblolly pine germinants based on selection criteria defined in Figure 9 (i.e. combined tests from five genotypes). Note: conversion rate was defined by the planted germinant being alive with the presence of an actively growing shoot and root after four weeks in the greenhouse. Photographic representation of seedling development, after ten weeks, of loblolly pine miniplug seedlings from selected somatic embryogenesis tissue culture germinants based on selection criteria defined in Table 1 (Grossnickle unpublished data).

3.1.2 Miniaturizing container system

To achieve both biological optimization and operational efficiencies a new container system is required as a program scales to produce tens of millions of seedlings. One must consider both biological and operational issues for maximizing conversion of somatic germinants as it miniaturizes the growing system at the initial nursery program stage. In addition, one needs to consider ramifications that miniaturization has on their integration into a finished seedling program. All of these factors need to be addressed when creating a miniaturized tray and media system that fits the entire seedling production program.

It is important to provide both an optimum shoot and root environment for the planted germinants. Edaphic conditions in the rooting environment are critical for
establishment of plants in a vegetative propagation system. To successfully root a vegetative propagule, rooting media has to provide a proper balance of water and air (Hartmann et al. 2002; Fonteno and Dole 2006). During very early stages of rooting, vegetative propagules do not have a high level of transpiration (e.g. Loach 1988). Thus, the media needs to have a ‘dry-down potential’ to avoid an extended timeframe of an excessively wet rooting environment. The container cavity volume has to be of a desired size containing media with large macropores that provide readily available water, though drainage of excessive water to ensure adequate media aeration (Styer and Koranski 1998). In addition, the media needs to retain its structure and not change through successive watering cycles over the timeframe required to produce a spec size seedling in a miniaturized tray and media system. Trials found that media with polymers or glues to ensure plug integrity were required to meet biological needs of the germinant establishment process.

In addition, both the tray and media had to optimize the nursery growing space and be sturdy enough to withstand all handling steps. Trial work resulted in tray miniaturization to allow growing of 3,814 seedlings m⁻¹ (Figure 11). Operational assessment found that the rigid structure of Styrofoam trays was best suited for all operational program handling steps.

The result was the creation of miniplug plugs and trays that were strong enough to withstand rigors of consolidation and handling in the miniplug nursery, and then transplanting in the finished seedling nursery. Plug integrity during every handling step is critical, because damaged plugs cause root damage and ultimately lost inventory. Thus, the selected miniplug tray and media system needed to meet durability standards that allowed the rapid transfer and handling of millions of seedlings in an efficient manner while retaining their media integrity and plant quality. When developing this container and plug system for the establishment of somatic germinants, one had to be cognizant of the program used to grow these miniplug seedlings into finished seedlings. This means that miniplugs also need to meet size specifications for both the transplanting process and the desired final planting density in the finished seedling nursery. Thus, careful consideration was required to create a miniplug container system and growing media that meets all of these necessary program requirements.

Figure 11. Left) Miniplug seedling containers of loblolly pine somatic seedlings, at six weeks, grown from somatic embryogenesis tissue culture germinants. Right) Full size miniplug seedling grown in stabilized peat media that provides beneficial edaphic conditions and ease of handling during operational practices (Grossnickle unpublished data).
3.1.3 Germinant nursery establishment environment

In creating a nursery cultural environment to maximize the conversion of somatic germinants into established seedlings, one needs to ensure that all environmental parameters are addressed. These include all important atmospheric (i.e. temperature, humidity, vapor pressure deficit, light intensity, photoperiod) and edaphic (i.e. water, temperature, nutrients) conditions as well as including a program addressing integrated pest management practices. This cultural program needs to be specific to each development phase as somatic germinants grow into miniplug seedlings while they go through rooting, growth, hardening and holding phases. Each species has specific needs within each of the development phases. However, there are many similar cultural practices required for any successful vegetative propagation system and a number of excellent texts have been produced to define these required cultural conditions (e.g. Landis et al. 1999; Hartmann et al. 2002; Dole and Gibson 2006).

When scaling a somatic embryogenesis tissue culture program to produce tens of millions of seedlings some unique operational issues come into play which can affect how one grows quality miniplug seedlings for the finished seedling program. As has been discussed, germinants that come from the lab in a high-volume production program are typically quite small (see In Vitro Germination of Somatic Embryos and Germinant Quality sections) and are planted into a miniplug system (see Miniaturizing the Container System section) that allows one to maximize greenhouse production space. Though environmental conditions to establish vegetative propagules can be well defined, as the propagule being planted in the nursery decrease in size and are less well developed morphologically and physiologically, the need for precision to maintain proper cultural conditions during the rooting phase increases. Therefore, the variation in environmental conditions around defined cultural parameters needs to be reduced and deviations outside of this defined environmental range need to be avoided. Any deviations outside of this defined environmental range critical for optimum germinant performance during the rooting phase typically ends up reducing the program conversion rate. Other work has also found that tight control of the environment during the initial period of time outside in vitro culture conditions is important for the germinant establishment under greenhouse conditions (Egertsdotter 2018). Thus, maintaining the initial rooting environment is critical and requires an investment in infrastructure to maximize control of the greenhouse environment.

When producing tens of millions of seedlings, the programs lab phase has a production schedule to produce germinants that come to the nursery on a year-round basis. Consequently, the miniplug phase of the greenhouse program needs to be able to receive and continually grow germinants into finished miniplug seedlings. These miniplug seedlings are ultimately scheduled to go to the finished seedling nursery for transplanting and growing into full-size finished seedlings. Typically finished loblolly pine seedlings are grown into full-sized bareroot or container-grown seedlings that are ready to transfer to the forest restoration site in one growing season. This means the transplanting of miniplug seedlings into the finished seedling nurseries occurs from March through May for completion of the finished seedling crop by late fall. As a result, a year-round miniplug production program has to create unique cultural practices that can address integrating a year-round germinant production cycle with the miniplug production cycle that produces spec size miniplug seedlings to fit within the very short late winter and spring planting window of the finished seedling program. Thus, the
miniplug nursery program requires the development of unique cultural practices that are not standard within the nursery industry. The following are two examples of cultural activities that were unique to the year-round miniplug production cycle of loblolly pine somatic seedlings.

3.1.3.1 Photothermal growth models

Two of the main atmospheric variables that drive plant growth are light and air temperature (Larcher 1995). Light is the energy source for photosynthesis, while temperature is important because of its effect on all metabolic processes which drive plant growth. Understanding the interaction of these two atmospheric variables provides a means to model loblolly pine seedling nursery growth. This allows one to look at energy inputs (i.e. lights & heat) and define schedules for year-round production based on historic light levels that occur across the year, and required temperature requirements, at North American regional greenhouse locations.

The heat summation approach has been used for over two centuries as a method for studying plant-temperature relationships (Wang 1960). This concept is based on the method of describing plant-temperature relationships through the accumulation of daily temperatures above a certain threshold temperature (i.e., base temperature) during the growing season. This practice of heat summation has been used to forecast plant development and thus scheduling (i.e., rate of growth versus projected timeframe of crop completion) of commercial agricultural crops (e.g. Boswell 1929; Magoon and Culpepper 1932; Madariaga and Knott 1951; Perry et al. 1986). To create a comprehensive atmospheric model for environmental to plant response, temperature and light can be combined for a total energy unit approach (Liu and Heins 1997, 2002).

In developing the model for loblolly pine, temperature and light were reduced to a common unit and each weighted equally. Modeled temperature and light ranges were based on reported work on the physiological performance and morphological development of loblolly pine to these atmospheric conditions. These ranges were defined as: 1) temperature range of 4 to 48°C and 2) light levels up to full sunlight (i.e. 0 to 2,000 µmol m⁻² s⁻¹). For the temperature model, findings from a series of scientific papers were normalized and combined for growth in relation to temperature (Barney 1951; Kramer 1957; Teskey et al. 1987; Teskey and Will 1999; Sword-Sayer et al. 2005). The photosynthetic response curve to light from Teskey et al. (1986) was used to model plant growth response of loblolly pine because seasonal net assimilation rates (capturing light intensity and duration responses of photosynthesis) are correlated with seedling growth (Ledig and Perry 1969). For both temperature and light the plant response to these environmental parameters were calibrated as net growth and net photosynthesis, respectively, as a percentage of maximum response. This allowed for the generation of a common value unit that combined temperature and light response models to create a single photothermal unit for each hour during the day (i.e. photothermal hour or PT Hour). This photothermal model was used in the production of both miniplug and finished seedlings. For miniplug seedlings the greenhouse temperature control allowed one to maintain the optimum temperature for growth (i.e. 24 to 26°C) meaning the temperature parameter was set to 1 in the model, thereby allowing one to define the response to seasonal shift in light for plants grown in a greenhouse. This photothermal model was also used for the growing of finished
seedlings in outdoor compounds and provided a means to define delivery dates for finished seedling stocktypes (Grossnickle and El-Kassaby 2016). Findings showed that this photothermal growth model projected miniplug seedling growth. A pooled growth model for five genotypes indicates that miniplug seedlings need ~300 PT Hours to root and initiate shoot flush followed by an additional number of PT Hours to reach height specifications for the operational program (Figure 12). A number of height criteria were defined based on operational deliverable parameters of minimum shoot height (2 cm achieved in 480 PT Hours), target height (4 cm achieved in 645 PT Hours), and maximum height (8 cm in 800 PT Hours). Modeling of PT Hours requirement for growing loblolly pine miniplug seedlings to size required for the operational program was done for every week during the year for various nursery locations (Figure 12).

Figure 12. a) Loblolly pine germinant to miniplug seedling height growth in relation to photothermal hours. b) The number of photothermal hours to grow a loblolly pine germinant into a target height miniplug seedling in the greenhouse at nurseries located at two different latitudes (Grossnickle unpublished data).

This allowed lab and nursery production cycles to become synced. It allowed the lab to know how many plantable germinants were required at each nursery during every week of the year, because the nursery could determine how fast recently planted germinants were moving through the rooting greenhouse, thereby freeing up space to allow for more germinants to be planted. These models also allowed the nursery to manage the production cycle to have an efficient flow of germinants turning into seedlings through various cultural zones. The miniplug production program was conducted at a number of locations in North America that had different seasonal light regimes (Fisher and Runkle 2004). This meant that the seasonal cycle for the production of target height miniplug seedlings varied depending upon latitude of the nursery location (Figure 12). The photothermal growth model enabled operations of the lab and nursery production cycles to be matched by understanding the timeframe it took to produce a target miniplug seedling at different regional nursery locations throughout the year. This ensured an even flow of plant material through the production system.
3.1.3.2 Hardening and holding

By producing miniplug seedlings in a year-round production cycle, sometimes miniplug seedlings were at their target height months before they were to be transplanted into the finished seedling program. This resulted in the need to develop hardening and holding cultural regimes that stop growth, but maintain the physiological quality of miniplug seedlings. Nursery cultural programs have been devised to harden and hold seedlings. These cultural regimes typically apply an array of environmental limitations on tree seedling crops (e.g. reduced fertility and water; Landis et al. 1989, 1999) which slow and then stop seedling growth in the late summer; with the fall change of decreasing seasonal photoperiod and temperatures used as an environmental cue to stop growth, develop stress resistance and allow for long term holding to retain seedling quality (Grossnickle and South 2014).

Within this year-round miniplug production cycle, a portion of miniplug seedlings would meet spec by June and had to be held until the following spring. This required the application of a combination of the above environmental cues; with the applied level of stress beyond what is normally used in a cultural regime. This hardening cultural regime took approximately six weeks to apply (i.e., creating water stress by stepping down the watering regime and flushing all nutrients from the plug with minimal fertilizer applications at every other watering). The result was to reduce the nitrogen level and maximize drought resistance, creating a hardened seedling with complete cessation of shoot and root growth (Figure 13). Miniplug seedlings could then be held in an outdoor compound for eight to fourteen weeks without any growth. Thereafter, as fall temperatures declined seasonally low temperatures were used to limit growth and develop stress resistance (i.e. freezing tolerance) (Figure 13), with a fall watering and fertilization regime applied to create a desirable seedling nutritional status required for future seedling growth. This cultural regime provided a means to hold spec miniplug seedlings that were ready for transplanting in June until February, while retaining their plant quality.

3.2 Finished seedling production

The primary objective of a somatic embryogenesis tissue culture program is to ultimately produce a plant propagule that feeds into the standard operational finished seedling production program. Once this objective is achieved somatic loblolly seedlings can be grown for one nursery growing season using standard cultural practices to produce bareroot (Mexal and South 1990) or container-grown (Brissette et al. 1990) seedlings. Thus, the last operational step to achieve this objective is to transplant miniplug seedlings into the finished seedling nursery. To achieve this operational step a transplanter was designed to plant miniplug seedlings at the proper density and depth, and at a planting rate for millions of miniplug seedlings within the desired March to May planting window (Figure 14). This transplanter was able to achieve over a 95% transplanting efficiency and resulted in the desired establishment and growth of somatic seedlings.
Figure 13. Left Panel - Hardening regime for holding loblolly pine miniplugs seedlings for up to fourteen weeks during the summer in an outdoor compound. This regime utilized a combination of reduced watering and low fertilization to stop seedling growth (pictures at top – phase 0 shows actively growing seedlings and phase 3 shows fully hardened seedlings) and develop drought resistance (a - The shift in drought resistance as measured by drought avoidance (cuticular transpiration that declined from 3.8 to 2.3 percent water loss h$^{-1}$ after stomatal closure) and drought tolerance (osmotic potential at turgor loss point that declined from -1.0 to -2.0 MPa) (Grossnickle and South 2017) during nursery hardening (i.e. reduced fertilization and watering in an outdoor compound) and a very low nitrogen concentration (b) followed by an increase in the fall seedling nitrogen concentration (Grossnickle unpublished data) (figures at bottom).

Right Panel – Acclimation of crop in an outdoor compound (note needle color change with chlorophyll breakdown for the genotype in the foreground) as freezing tolerance (c) developed during the fall (i.e. FT; temperature causing 50 percent electrolyte leakage from needles) responds to increased chilling hours (0 to 8 °C) (Grossnickle and South 2017).

Figure 14. Transplanter designed to plant miniplug loblolly pine seedlings (left) into bareroot nursery beds (insert) and established miniplug seedlings in the bareroot nursery (right) (Grossnickle unpublished data).
3.3 Seedling quality and nursery/field performance

A quality monitoring program was developed to ensure that the production of somatic seedlings met a high standard of seedling quality. This program monitored the process, meaning that a system was created to monitor nursery cultural practices and crop development that allowed one to track miniplug and finished seedling growth to desired specifications. Proper application of nursery practices was a key component of the program for miniplug (Grossnickle 2011), bareroot (Mexal and South 1991) and container-grown (Brissette et al. 1990) loblolly pine seedlings. To develop an effective seedling quality program that monitors the process, one needs to understand how the crop responds to cultural conditions. A crop’s physiological response to the environment and its subsequent morphological development response ultimately determines its growth performance in the nursery (Grossnickle 2016). Understanding of loblolly pine physiological capability and morphological development in relation to environmental conditions was used to create detailed cultural practices that became SOPs for both the miniplug and finished seedling programs. Seedling SOPs were then used to develop crop plans to consistently producing high quality miniplug (Grossnickle 2011), bareroot (Wakeley 1954; May 1985; Duryea 1984) and container-grown (Tinus and McDonald 1979; Landis et al. 1999) seedlings. Once the crop plan with SOPs was developed, a quality monitoring system was instituted to track both the nursery environment and crop performance (Grossnickle 2011).

Figure 15. Somatic loblolly pine plantable germinants (insert) were grown into miniplug seedlings that were transplanted into bareroot (top) and container-grown (bottom) nurseries and grown into finished seedlings. These finished seedlings were then outplanted onto forest restoration sites where they became established (at 7 months) and then grew into forest plantations (at 21 months), (Grossnickle unpublished data).
This approach is part of the “target seedling concept” where attention to crop plan are important to achieve the desired seedling product (Rose et al. 1990; Landis et al. 1995). This approach is also similar to ISO Quality Assurance programs that monitor any manufacturing program to ensure achievement of planned results (Stebbing 1993; Anon. 2000). This quality assurance program was designed and operated at ten miniplug and finished seedling nurseries across North America (Figure 15) that produced tens of millions of high-quality somatic loblolly pine seedlings (Grossnickle 2011). A quality assessment program for monitoring the final product was conducted at the end of the finished seedling program. This created an information database that allowed dialogue between the company producing somatic seedlings and forestry clients on seedling performance capabilities. This quality program measured an array of seedling attributes that assured the customer they were receiving seedlings that met quality standards for both good survival (Grossnickle 2012) and growth (Grossnickle and MacDonald 2018b) after outplanting into forest plantations. The result of this quality assurance program was that somatic loblolly pine seedlings that were planted throughout the Southeastern United States became established and grew into well-established forest plantations (Figure 15).

4 Conclusion

The utilization of somatic embryogenesis tissue culture protocols to produce somatic seedlings for operational forestry programs is a multi-step program. This forest regeneration approach is unique because it combines an in vitro laboratory program with an ex vitro nursery program to produce seedlings. Each program step has to not only maximize process efficiencies within that step, but also must ensure compatibility with the next program steps all the way through to the final finished seedlings. This linkage between each step needs to be reassessed every time the program grows in size. Ultimately it is understanding and addressing the biology of scaling at each program step and how all steps fit together that results in the creation of a fully integrated somatic embryogenesis tissue culture program that can produce tens of millions of seedlings for forest regeneration programs.
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